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Overview
Since 2009, Verv (trading name of Green Running Limited, also referred to here as “the Company”) has achieved significant
traction in the UK energy industry for its patented power signature identification technology that uses non-intrusive load
monitoring (NILM). The Company calculates that the Verv Consumer Access Device (“CAD” - image below) can sample
domestic electricity data 5 million times faster than the average smart meter. This combined with its intuitive machine
learning capabilities (an application of Artificial Intelligence) and blockchain framework, create the foundations to rollout
(internationally) a peer-to-peer energy trading platform.

The Evolution of Energy
Today, electricity is the pulse behind most dominant technologies sustaining the human race (think - internet, cooling systems,
light), and Verv believes that safeguarding it is a collective responsibility.1 By 2050 in the UK alone, peak electricity is anticipated
to grow to 85GW (up from 60GW today), with drivers including the electrification of heat, electric vehicle (EV) penetration and a
growing population.2
Among governments and international organisations, there is a globally-recognised need to redesign our electricity systems to
meet the energy demands of all citizens, while limiting damage to the environment. Further, in reaching for a sustainable future,
the Company believes these new systems should extend to empowering the 1.1 billion people without access to electricity.3
With renewables achieving grid price parity, and existing energy sources (such as coal and oil) under environmental scrutiny,
pathways for new energy systems are being quickly established.4

Energy and Technology – The Age of Information & Communication (IoT)
Considered a sector with significant potential for new value creation, the energy
industry, through its new associated instruments of measurement (i.e. smart
meters) is rapidly moving into the digital world.5 Through development
of new cloud-based communication platforms, the inter-property
exchange of energy at the grid edge is now technically possible,
potentially reducing the dependence on the grid’s centralised
power generation platforms
(those operated by
large utilities).
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The Verv Home Hub
Cloud connected, Verv applies machine learning algorithms to the self-install CAD unit to derive a comprehensive, real-time
profile of the most common household appliances - both current status (e.g. on/off) and condition (e.g. fault prediction
allowing preventative action to be taken).
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Having recently launched, Verv’s multi award winning product is being sold internationally, and benefiting from early adopter
feedback, identification of new consumer-led business opportunities, and enhanced machine learning know-how (from the
growing library of training data). Designed for the needs of the consumer rather than an energy corporation, Verv’s CAD unit
is able to monitor domestic power consumption both with a smart meter (augmenting the smart meter’s capability) and without:
On the rollout of smart meters, Centrica’s director of technology was quoted in the Times stating,
“What we call a smart meter today is pretty dumb. It’s dumb because the amount of signals it takes
is like one every ten seconds... When something new comes in [with reference to Verv] we have to
recognise there is something better. We have to find a way of opening it up so it can be put in.” 6
The Company believes the Verv CAD unit, through an in-depth understanding of the drivers of electrical demand in the
home, will be a linchpin behind the future of peer-to-peer energy trading.

Verv’s Energy Trading Framework
Verv believes it has an advantage in delivering peer-to-peer trading thanks to its ability to deep dive into consumption data at
the appliance level to build up a history of consumer interaction patterns. The Company believes detailed historical context
will enable better real-time consumption forecasts and
the creation of a trading system with an inherent
information-first advantage. In turn, the Company
believes reliable forecasts will help 1) consumers’
systems to trade faster and further ahead, and
2) prosumers’ systems
(micro generators of
energy) to tune their
generation/storage
assets for maximum
economic utility.
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Verv expects blockchain to be the pivotal transaction technology in enabling the scale up of this peer-to-peer trading in the
future. Verv has designed a system whereby local trading network hosts (e.g. community groups or energy retailers) will require
VLUX utility tokens (Ethereum ERC20) to access the Company’s energy trading framework and secure peer-to-peer trades.
Verv expects that their blockchain platform will enable energy to be traded and accounted for in ways previously unattainable,
while maintaining decentralised records of value.
The system is being developed so that the prosumer’s trading system will analyse key consumption, generation, and
storage variables to determine when to sell surplus electricity. In tandem, the consumer’s system will actively look for
the cheapest available supplier of energy. A trade matching algorithm, guided by price limits pre-set by each party, will
pair prosumer bid prices with consumer ask prices until a match is generated and a smart contract for the sale and
purchase of energy is formed.

Traction and Roadmap
Spearheaded by Peter Davies, an Electrical Engineer and energy entrepreneur, Verv’s team of 40+ full time employees
includes the former Technical Director of YCam, Managing Director of Acer Computers (UK) and Financial Director of Opus
Energy, as well as 14 machine learning specialists and a team of 8 blockchain professionals. Angel investors in the Company
include the former CEO of Scottish & Southern Electricity and the founder of Opus Energy, and academic advisors include
professors of energy from University College London and the University of Bath.
To date, Verv has received investment from Centrica’s Ignite fund (social impact focus),7 angel investors (including the above),
and 1,000 private investors from a £1.1m crowdfunding campaign. Verv is being actively trialled by large European energy
utilities. Other key supporters of the company include the UK government (from Innovate UK and BEIS), Google’s selective
Global Launch Pad, and Amazon’s Launch Pad.8
Blockchain Development
Development of Verv’s energy blockchain started in late 2016, with 2017 and Q1 2018 seeing a rapid expansion in R&D
(blockchain technologists growing from 1 to 8). Having benefited from the support [financial and technical] of Innovate UK,
The Energy Entrepreneurs Fund, and Ofgem (shortlisted), Verv is now engaged in a community energy blockchain project
with Hackney Council and RePowering London.9 Activation of Verv’s energy trading platform is underway: 10
• UK 60 Homes (BEIS) – This has enabled Verv to build its trading algorithm and simulate using it across 60 homes that have
onsite storage (7 different home battery types being tested) and solar generation to determine potential trading levels,
system economics and algorithm efficiency.
• Hackney Bannister Housing Estate (Innovate UK) – The Company through its initial field-trial, across 40 community flats
believes they are on course to be the first company to legally conduct peer-to-peer energy energy trading in the UK.
Development of Verv’s energy trading framework is on-going,
with the Company targeting 2018 for rollout to early adopters
in the UK, and international rollout targeted for late 2018.
Geographies in the dark blue highlight immediate expansion
opportunities for Verv’s CAD unit. By the end of Q3 2018,
Verv hopes to have launched a modified system suitable for
rollout in the USA and Canada.
Going forward, Verv will test the potential for applying its
peer-to-peer trading platform to Electric Vehicles, Microgrids,
DSO management, and Carbon Trading.
Building on Verv’s competency in householder electricity
disaggregation, and with support from industry experts
and FTSE 100 companies, Verv believes its energy trading
platform is positioned to lead the paradigm shift in making
energy decentralised, low cost and carbon free.
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Important Notice
The contents of this document are for informational purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for any
financial instrument or financial services in any jurisdiction. The issue of this document shall not be taken as any form of
commitment on the part of Vlux Limited (the “Company”), its directors or its shareholders to proceed with the Token Sale,
any negotiations in relation thereto or any other transaction.
Any decision to participate in the Token Sale should only be made after reading the whitepaper relating to the Token Sale,
which will be published by the Company in due course and before the commencement of the Token Sale. The whitepaper
will include information about the Company, the tokens, the terms and conditions of the Token Sale and the peer-to-peer
energy trading platform the Company hopes to develop.
Additionally, the information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
confidential and/or privileged material.
Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by
persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited.
The token sale is not directed at or intended to be accessible to or participated in by persons resident in any jurisdiction
where to do so would constitute a violation of the relevant laws or regulations of that jurisdiction or would result in a
requirement on the Company to obtain any consent or comply with any formality which the company regards as unduly
onerous, including India and The People’s Republic of China.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information in this document. No such action has been or will
be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination
of this document does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules, the Company, its shareholders, directors
and advisers and any third party involved in the Token Sale shall not be liable for any losses of any kind, direct or indirect,
in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising
out of or in connection with any reliance on this document or information contained within it.
All statements contained in this document, statements made in press releases or in any place accessible by the public and
oral statements that may be made by the Company, its shareholders, directors or advisers or any third party involved in the
Token Sale, that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-looking statements”. All statements regarding the
Company, its financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which the
Company is in are forward-looking statements. None of the Company, its shareholders, directors or advisers or any third
party involved in the Token Sale represent, warrant or undertake that the actual future results, performance or achievements
of the Company will be as discussed in these forward-looking statements.
This document includes market and industry information and forecasts that have been obtained from internal surveys,
reports and studies, where appropriate, as well as market research, publicly available information and industry publications.
Such surveys, reports, studies, market research, publicly available information and publications generally state that the
information that they contain has come from sources believed to be reliable, but there can be no assurance as to the
accuracy or completeness of such included information.
No information in this document should be considered to be business, legal, financial or tax advice regarding participation
in the Token Sale. You should be aware that you may be required to bear the financial risk of any acquired VlUX tokens for
an indefinite period of time.
The Company does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in
any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth,
accuracy, and completeness of any of the information set out in this document. This document has been prepared to the
date hereof and none of the Company, its shareholders or its directors, officers or employees has any duty to update this
document or provide any further information following such date.
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